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This presentation is simply to explain the most important historical facts of 
Palestine and the vicissitudes of the Palestinian people.

It should not be interpreted as an accusation against the Jews, who also suffered 
, nor against the people of Israel. 

Persecution of the Jews culminating in the Holocaust, where 5,5 million Jews 
were  murdered, has impacted Jewish and non-Jewish attitudes throughout the 
world towards Palestine.

It is very important to distinguish between Jews in general and Zionists and/or 
Israelis, who are directly responsible for the sufferings of the Palestinian people. 

There can be no peace without justice.
Note that in the history of Palestine with the word "Jew" or "Jews" are intended Zionist Jews.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Palestine



Palestine
an obligatory

passage between

ÅAfrica and Asia

ÅAfrica and Europe

Åthe Mediterranean

sea and the Orient 
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ARABIA
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Around 7000            

years ago                         

the Cananeans,                   

first inhabitants                        

of Palestine,           

found the                               

town of Jericho

The land of 

Canaan about 

5000 years ago
(3000 B.C.  - 1468 B.C.)



1800 B.C. On the way to Egypt Abraham crosses Palestine.
(Biblical version)
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About 1250 B.C. The Jews escaped from Egypt and returned to Palestine where

they massacred many Canaanites and Philistines, who also arrived at the same

period. The Jewish priests of the time claimed that Palestine had been 

promised to the Jews by God. Probably it was only a trick to convince the  

Jewish tribes to settle in the fertile land of Palestine.

The map          

shows the 

biblical           

version

According to 

some modern 

researchers 

there wasnôt 

exodus but 

probably only an 

escape of  small 

groups of 

opponents of   

the Pharaonic 

regime, groups 

that joined  the 

existing 

Canaanite tribes 

in Palestine.
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The Jews in Palestine:

The Davidôs Kingdom              

(970 B.C.) 

and the Solomonôs Kingdom                    

(930 B.C.)

(According to some modern researchers the Jewish kingdoms 

were only small tribal domains and Jerusalem  just little more          

of a village)

Gaza
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733-721 B.C. The Assyrians, people of 

Mesopotamia, defeated the Jews of Israelôs 

kingdom and deported a part of them to 

Mesopotamia.

Mesopotamia

Assurbanipal
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In the year 597 B.C. the Babylonians - the 
people of Mesopotamia and successors of the

Assyrians (todayôsIraqis) - also conquered
the  kingdom of Judea, destroyed the first 
temple and deported many Jews to Babylon. 

The Babylonian empire A model of the city of Babylon

The deportation of the Jews
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In the year 539 B.C., Cyrus, the Persian, set the Jews free, but only the Judean tribe returned to Palestine  

which subsequently was dominated by the Persians (today Iranians). At that time a smaller temple was built.

According to some modern researchers the origin of the Jewish religion dates from this period.

Cyrus
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Starting from year 322 B.C. 

Palestine was dominated by the 

Macedonians (Greeks) led by 

Alexandre the Great  who built

a vast empire. The hellenic

influence continued until the 

first century B.C.
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The Roman empire between 14 and 116 A.D.
see the notes



From 632 A.D. to 1260 A.D. Palestine is part of the Islamic world.

Captured by 

Mahomet

Captured in the 

following 100 years

Direction of the  future 

expansions

Al Aqsa mosque, Jerusalem
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Palestine at the time of the 

Crusaders About  1200  A.D.

Angry 

Crusader

Kingdom of 

Jerusalem
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1253 - 1516

Palestine is 

dominated by the 

Mamelukes -

Islamic                

warriors.
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From 1516 to 1917 Palestine is part of the Ottoman empire

Photo: Ottoman soldiers. Map: the Ottoman Kingdom between 1600 and 1700

Suleiman the 

Magnificenthttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ottoman_Empire
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Tibériade

Hébron Nazareth

Palestine: year 1895

Béthanie



19Jerusalem: year 1895
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Jews at the                         

Wailing  Wall in Jerusalem 

Christians, Holy Sepulcre 

Church in Jerusalem
Moslims on the            

mosquee explanade

Torah                     Koran                    Bible

Palestine : the Holy Land for 

three important monotheistic 

religions.
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Jews in Palestine in 

front of their vine 

farm in 1860

1882
Some of the first 

Zionist immigrants 

arrived from 

Russia und 

Rumania with the 

ship S.S.Thetis

The religious jews
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about 1800 - 1900

Some Christian religious  
orders settle in Palestine.                          
Some Jews buy land in 
Palestine and settle there      
for religious reasons.

All give a strong impulse to  
the palestinian economy.

Betlehem : Church of the Nativity und the annexe 

buildings of the Franciscans friers

The Templar colony in Haifa in 1877

The Templars in Jerusalem,   

supported by Willhelm II. 

Kaiser of Germany 
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1897
In Basel (Switzerland) the first Zionist

congress presided by Theodor Herzl 

proposes to establish in Palestine a 

State for the Jews. The options Uganda 

and Argentina were rejected.

The purchase of land and the shipment

of settlers to Palestine begins.

To collect the necessary money, in 1901 

the Jewish National Fund was founded.

Theodor 

Herzl Chaim 

Weizman, 

President        

of the Zionist 

organisation

The invitation to the first congress                  

(with Wailing Wall)The contribution certificate

Basel



The promised land 24

Greater Israel according to Herzl :                                                                  

from the Nile to the Euphrates
Greater Israel         

(Eretz Israel) according 

to the modern Zionists 

(Paris, 1919)
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The first jewish quarter in Haïfa 1907

Beginning 20th century : the first zionist pioneers arrives

Galilea 1913

Galilea 1913

Galilea 1913

Kibbuz Rishon Le Zion 1913

Kibbuz Ramat Babel 1927
Orange harvesting in Jaffa 1915

First haus in Rehavia near to Jerusalem

Kefar Giladi 1916
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1914 The Turkish Ottoman empire                                           

In 1839 the Turkish Ottoman empire starts the modernization of the country, including Palestine.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ottoman_Empire



27Ottoman Jerusalem 1898
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Ottoman Palestine : the railway station of Jerusalem 1892
The arrival of the inauguration train
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Nablus

1918


